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THEDAKOTASTUDENT 
On Wednesday, UND released 
the findings of an independent 
study into the tuition models that 
were presented to students last 
spring.
The UND administration and 
Student Government agreed to 
contract with third-party investi-
gator, attorney Sara McGrane to 
review the adequacy of the process, 
communication and disclosure of 
tuition models under development 
during the 2014-15 academic year.
In her conclusions, McGrane 
said that there was no intent on 
UND’s part to leave students out 
of the discussion of the tuition 
models. 
“Similarly, I did not decipher 
any intent by the UND adminis-
tration to remove students from 
the discussion,” McGrane wrote. 
“Instead, UND was given a Her-
culean task, and in the process of 
developing and presenting budget 
neutral tuition models, it did not 
arrive at any model it found ac-
ceptable. UND was in the unfortu-
nate position of presenting the best 
of options available, not of which 
they liked. They believed they 
communicated the desire to receive 
and incorporate student feedback.”
The report also concludes that 
a administration and students 
must work together to foster bet-
ter communications, and that the 
memorandum of understanding 
will solve most of if not all of these 
problems.
The problems began when the 
Student Senate attempted to vote 
“no confidence” in the current ad-
ministration.
 Last April, UND President 
UND investigated for transparency
Alex Bertsch
The Dakota Student
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Students explore Study Abroad
The UND Office of Interna-
tional Programs held its annual 
Study Abroad Fair to inform stu-
dents on Wednesday of studying 
abroad oppurtunities.
The event organizers said 
involvement from students who 
had traveled abroad engage with 
students who were considering 
making the move to study out-
side of the U.S. 
James Sullivan studied 
abroad in Germany and he talk-
ed about the experiences that 
made him love his time there.
“I met a lot of new people 
and got to have a lot of new ex-
periences in a new part of the 
world,” Sullivan said. “I got to 
learn a lot about a new culture, 
and about myself, and I wanted 
to help other people get that 
same experience.”
UND has many study abroad 
programs in countries all around 
the world, ranging from Norway 
to China. The programs also of-
fer studies for all majors in many 
different nations that will allow 
students to earn credit towards 
their degrees.
“Here at UND we have 
study abroad programs for all 
majors,” Education Abroad Pro-
gram Manager Matt Hiller said. 
“The programs include study-
ing abroad, internships abroad 
researching abroad, and student 
teaching abroad.”
The event is a chance to get 
foreign partners on campus in 
order to help inform students of 
the benefits that each program 
offers to them. 
“The companies that we 
work with can come to campus 
and give the students a chance 
to learn how the programs can 
benefit their academic career,” 
Hiller said.
The event organizers also 
wanted to educate students 
about the options that students 
have financially to participate in 
study abroad programs. 
“[Financial constraints] 
should not set you back,” Hill-
er said. “We have 20 programs 
where you pay UND’s tuition 
and fees while abroad, rather 
than the foreign universities 
tuition. We also have a number 
of programs where it’s cheaper 
to study abroad than to stay at 
UND, so there are more finan-
cially affordable options as well.”
Learn more about studying 
abroad at und.edu/studyabroad.
Alex Bertsch is the 
editor-in-chief for 
The Dakota Student. 
He can be reached at 
alexander.j.bertsch@my.und.edu
Professor named award finalist
UND professor Elizabeth Har-
ris has been named as a long-list fi-
nalist for the National Translation 
Award for her translation of “This 
is the Garden,” which is an Italian 
short story collection written by 
Giulio Mozzi.
The National Translation 
Award is presented by the Ameri-
can Literary Translators Associa-
tion (ALTA). She is one of 12 final-
ists for the award. 
If Harris is successful in win-
ning the award, she will receive 
a $5,000 cash prize and present 
at the annual ALTA conference, 
which is held this October in Tuc-
son, Ariz. ATLA described Harris’ 
work as “compelling, meditative 
prose precisely crafted and perfect-
ly suited to Mozzi’s existential and 
allegorical preoccupations.”
Harris has been a professor at 
UND since 2004 and received ten-
ure in 2009.  She teaches both un-
dergraduate and graduate students, 
HARRIS: page 3
Professor
charged
with DUI
UND professor Frank Cuozzo 
was charged with driving under the 
influence on the morning of Sept. 
8. 
Cuozzo was pulled over at ap-
proximately 9:30 a.m. and was 
scheduled to teach a class from 
9:30 to 11:00 a.m. According to 
the University Police Department, 
Cuozzo was pulled over initially 
for having 
expired reg-
istration.  
A f t e r 
the offi-
cer smelled 
the odor 
of alcohol, 
Cuozzo was 
breathalyzed and 
had a blood alcohol content of 0.13 
percent; the legal limit is 0.08 per-
cent. The arrest occurred near the 
100 block of Cornell Street on the 
UND campus.
According to public court re-
cords, Cuoozo was also charged 
with DUI in 2010. Following a plea 
deal, he was found guilty of reckless 
driving in 2011.
Cuozzo is an associate profes-
sor of biological anthropology at 
UND, where he focuses his research 
on primate evolution and ecology, 
dental anthropology, lemurs, Mad-
agascar and paleontology. 
He studied ring-tailed lemurs in 
Madagascar in collaboration with 
Malagasy and Canadian researchers 
for more than 10 years and is widely 
published in this area of study.  
According to the popular web-
site RateMyProfessors.com, Cuozzo 
is fairly popular and respected by 
his students.
Cuozzo has four sections of 
classes this semester, including the 
Introduction to Biological An-
DUI: page 3
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Representatives from The University of the Sunshine Coast tell students about studying in Australia.
Cuozzo
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TODAY, Sept. 11, 2015
EVENT  UND Fan Luncheon, Alerus Cen-
ter, 11:30 a.m.
EVENT  JLG’s Rock the Streets, Town 
Square, 7:00 p.m. JLG’s Rock the Streets 
– A Friday night concert/street dance 
at Town Square in Grand Forks spon-
sored by JLG Architects!  It is free and 
open to the public.  They are bringing in 
one of the best bands in the region, the 
“Fabulous Armadillos.  Food and bev-
erages start at 7 PM, band starts at 8 
PM.  Bring your own lawn chair and get 
there early to get a good seat!
EVENT  Done to Death, Fire Hall Theater, 
7:30-9:30 p.m.
Come see the season opener at the 
Fire Hall Theater.
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The route for the Potato Bowl Parade has been changed this year due 
to the construction on the Sorlie Bridge.
The parade will start one block West of North Washington and go 
down University Ave. to the UND campus.
The parade will begin on Saturday at 10:30 a.m.
For the fullsize Potato Bowl Parade route map, visit potatobowl.org/
parade.
WWW.DAKOTASTUDENT.COM
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Come work for the newspaper dedi-
cated to bringing you the news from 
around campus. 
Apply at the Dakota Student
SATURDAY, Sept. 12, 2015
EVENT Potato Bowl Parade, Location 
Details Below, 10:30 a.m.
EVENT 50th Annual Potato Bowl Foot-
ball game, Alerus Center, 5:00 p.m. 
North Dakota comes off their upset 
win over Wyoming to face Drake Uni-
versity in their home opener.
EVENT Done to Death, Fire hall The-
ater, 7:30-9:30 p.m.,
Six mystery writers have been invited 
to write for a new TV series. They 
gather in the TV studio to discuss the 
various methods they’ve used to ac-
complish the murders in their book.
-Plans for the weekend
 3|NEWSTHEDAKOTASTUDENT
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FREAKY
FAST!
FREAKY
GOOD!®
@
NOW
HIRING
Recruitment Fair
Wilkerson Commons
Monday, Sept. 14
4-7 pm
$200 BONUS
Bonus paid at the end of fall semester for the first 50 students 
hired at the fair. Must work an average of 10 hours per week.
be the first to tour the new dining center  
(no public tours)
dining.UND.edu
701-777-3918
Robert Kelley and the Student 
Government signed the memoran-
dum of  understanding that would 
designate four focuses to improve 
communication between the UND 
administration and the Student 
Gove rnment . 
The first of 
these tasks was 
to increase the 
communication 
and visibility 
between the Stu-
dent Govern-
ment and UND 
administration. 
The second was to create a Tu-
ition Model Task Force to give in-
put on the tuition model plans. 
The third was the formation of 
a student committee intended to 
develop effective means of commu-
MOU
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I appreciate the 
effort that went into 
the development of 
the tuition model 
report, and I echo its 
conclusion that open 
communication will 
go a long way toward 
addressing these 
important issues.
Robert Kelley
UND President
Alex Bertsch is the 
editor-in-chief for 
The Dakota Student. 
He can be reached at 
alexander.j.bertsch@my.und.edu
U.S. Sen. Heidi Heitkamp, D-
N.D., officially made the decision 
Wednesday not to run for governor 
in 2016.  
Her decision comes after a long 
period of speculation as to whether 
or not she would seek the office.
“I don’t want to divide my time 
between a campaign and all the im-
portant work for the state of North 
Dakota that I still need to complete 
in the Senate,” she said in state-
ment. 
Heitkamp and other congressio-
nal leaders have secured thousands 
of dollars in grants for research and 
other activities at UND. 
Heitkamp was first elected to 
the Senate in 2012, beating then 
Republican Congressman Rick 
Berg by a fraction of a percent. 
She had unsuccessfully ran for 
governor in 2000 against U.S. Sen. 
John Hoeven, R-N.D.
Previous to that, Heitkamp 
served as North Dakota’s tax com-
missioner from 1986 to 1992 and 
attorney general from 1993 to 
2000. 
With Heitkamp declining to 
run for governor, she will not face 
an election until the end of her first 
six-year senate term in 2018.
In April, the Republican con-
trolled North Dakota Legislature 
passed a bill that would require a 
special election to fill an open Sen-
ate seat. This was widely seen as 
move to preempt Heitkamp’s run, 
as previous law would have allowed 
her to appoint her own successor to 
the Senate if she was elected to the 
Governor’s office.
Republican Gov. Jack Dalrym-
ple’s announcement in August that 
he would not seek another term fu-
eled interest in who would run to 
replace him. 
Although no candidates have 
announced their intentions for 
certain, Attorney General Wayne 
Stenehjem and Lt. Governor Drew 
Wrigley are seen as likely candidates 
for the Republican nomination. 
The North Dakota Demo-
cratic-NPL party still has no clear 
choice for a candidate, especially 
with the focus being on Heitkamp 
over the last couple months. Can-
didates have from January to April 
of next year to officially declare their 
intention to seek their party’s nomi-
nation. 
It will indeed be a busy fall on 
Capitol Hill as Congress returns 
from its August recess. Multiple 
deadlines loom as Congress must 
pass legislation to raise the debt ceil-
ing, fund the federal government 
for the Fiscal Year 2016 and main-
tain the solvency of the Highway 
Trust Fund.
Staff Report
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The Dakota Student can be 
reached at
dakotastudentmedia@gmail.com
Heitkamp
declines
to run for
governor
nication. 
The final goal of increasing 
student involvement in discussions 
around the Chester Fritz Library. 
A plan to implement these goals 
was developed in early July.
As part of this plan, an indepen-
dent review of the communications 
process around the tuition model 
was conducted at the Student Sen-
ate’s request. 
In a joint news release with Kel-
ley, Student Body President Matt 
Kopp released a statement saying, 
“The MOU, along with this report, 
provides a strong framework for im-
proving communication between 
students and administrators.  These 
goals and rec-
ommendations 
will amplify the 
student voice 
and help make 
UND a better 
place to live and 
learn.”
In the same 
release, Kelley 
said “I appreciate the effort that 
went into the development of the 
tuition model report, and I echo its 
conclusion that open communica-
tion will go a long way toward ad-
dressing these important issues.  
“I appreciate President Kopp’s 
willingness to work collaboratively 
with the administration, and we are 
committed to communicating more 
effectively with students.  I am con-
fident that in the months to come 
we will see much additional prog-
ress that will benefit both students 
and the entire campus community.”
thropology, human variation 
(which was the class that Cuoz-
zo was scheduled to teach the 
morning Cuozzo was pulled 
over), independent studies and 
readings in anthropology. 
He received his Ph.D. from 
Colorado University-Boulder, 
and he had taught in California, 
Colorado and Illinois prior to 
coming to UND in 2005.
and she focuses on fiction writ-
ing, literature and literary trans-
lation. She has translated three 
books in the 
past, includ-
ing “This is 
the Garden,” 
and she is in 
the process of 
translating two 
more.  Harris 
has published 
a large number of other trans-
lations in a variety of journals, 
including the Literary Review, 
Chicago Review and Words 
Without Borders.
She has received multiple 
HARRIS 
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awards for her past translations, 
including awards from the Ital-
ian Ministry of Foreign Culture, 
PEN/American Center, and the 
Banff Arts Centre. 
Prior to teaching at UND, 
she taught at Bluffton College, 
the University of Michigan, 
Grand Valley State University 
and the University of Arkansas. 
Harris has a bachelor’s degree 
from the University of Minneso-
ta in art history, a master’s degree 
from Johns Hopkins University 
in creative writing and master’s 
degrees from the University of 
Arkansas in both translation and 
creative writing.
It is unclear how this inci-
dent will effect Cuozzo’s em-
ployment at UND, but UND 
spokesman Peter Johnson has in-
dicated that there will be some-
one covering his classes until the 
issue is resolved.  
Cuozzo’s DUI could result in 
up to two days in jail, $500 fine, 
a 91 day in suspension of license.
Sean Cleary is the news editor
 for The Dakota Student.
He can be reached at 
sean.d.cleary@my.und.edu
Sean Cleary is the news editor
 for The Dakota Student.
He can be reached at 
sean.d.cleary@my.und.edu
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Editorial Board
Letter Policy
Editorial Policy
Nick Sallen        Opinion Editor
Brendan McCabe    Features Editor
The Dakota Student is dedicated to the free exchange of 
ideas. Opinion columns and letters to the editor will not 
be edited for content reasons, except in cases of criminal or 
civil liability. The Dakota Student reserves the right to edit 
or reject columns or letters for various reasons. The ideas ex-
pressed in columns and letters reflect the views of the writer 
and do not necessarily represent the opinion of the staff of 
the Dakota Student.
The Dakota Student encourages readers to express their 
opinions on the editorial pages. Letters to the editor are 
published based on merit, general interest, timeliness and 
content. All letters must be limited to 250 words.
> Letters may be mailed to 2901 University Ave. Stop 8385, 
Grand Forks, N.D. 58202-8385 or dropped off at room 8, 
Memorial Union.
> Letters must be typed and must include the author’s 
name, major or profession and telephone number.
> All letters will be edited to fit the allocated space. Writer 
may be limited to one letter per month.
DSVIEW
Intolerance
By Nick Sallen
Alex Bertsch        Editor-in-ChiefI’m on a beach, spreading 
my toes out into the sand and 
sinking my feet deeper into the 
cooler sand that lies beneath 
the surface. When I look to the 
west, the sky is filled with shades 
of red, yellow and blue. The sun 
is starting to set. It will be dark 
soon, and I still have to make it 
back home. 
Four miles south of my 
house, Medicine Lake is well 
known for their beaches and 
swimming areas. The hour is 
growing late, however, and after 
sunset I will have to depart for 
home. 
Half an hour goes by before 
I get to my feet. Without a tow-
el or socks, I decided the most 
comfortable way to get back 
home was to walk barefoot with 
my toe shoes in hand. 
Months would go by before 
I found out walking barefoot 
routine. 
Take the time out to unwind, 
and relax. The more you do that 
the better you’ll end up feeling. If 
your mind is jumbled and filled 
with unsettling feelings, then clear 
your mind. My advice is to make 
your sleeping space your own. Your 
sleeping spot should be your safe 
haven to go and be comfortable. 
In my room I have things that 
allow me to feel comfortable, and 
just relax. Choose decorations, 
blankets or whatever that makes 
you feel like that’s exactly where 
you should be. For me it’s my pil-
lows and zen music playing in the 
background. While this is different 
for everyone, the result is the same: 
You are giving your body a gift. 
Be yourself guys and gals, find 
a place to relax and make sure to 
get that sleep in. At the end of the 
day, you’ll be glad you did. 
fact that our bodies are doing what 
they need to do. In fact, you’re less 
likely to get sick because your body 
fights off infection, and it helps to 
reduce one’s heart rate. 
So why else should you care? 
Well about one-third of Americans 
classify daytime drowsiness as rea-
sons why they don’t perform well 
at work, school, and during social 
interactions. 
On top of that, it’s our job as 
students to stay on our A-game and 
do our best. Psyching ourselves out 
just makes it the worse. Poor sleep 
leads to lowered GPAs, short con-
centration, and lowered response 
skills. That means that a lack of 
sleep interferes with most aspects 
of one’s education. Therefore, it 
becomes our responsibility to do 
something about it. 
But what do we do? Truth is 
you can, but I would hope you also 
care about our health. There are 
things you can do to help motivate 
yourself. First, develop a schedule. 
Once you know your bed time 
has come, stick to that time every 
night. Eventually it will become a 
I like naps. If I have time to 
catch a couple hours of sleep, I will. 
My point is, my sleep is important. 
Studies show that college students 
are one of the most sleep-deprived 
populations in the nation. 
Here’s the thing. Our sleeping 
patterns are so off track that in a 
research study last year, Brown 
University reported that 73 percent 
of its participants (400,000 to be 
exact), reported poor sleep. 
Insomnia is a real and tough 
problem to face as, we try to keep 
up with the pace of school. The re-
ality is though when we don’t set 
our schedule to include this im-
portant  function, we are cheating 
ourselves out of an important part 
of life. In fact insomnia alone, can 
last up to three months in people 
when not helped. 
Regular and restful sleep helps 
to motivate healthy bodies. Not 
only do we as students pay more 
attention in classes when rested, we 
are able to do more. The attentive-
ness that we get comes from the 
No shoes, no problem 
Usama Dakdok took 10 minutes before speaking to sit in 
the audience. Opening in prayer, a Christian radio host took 
the stage before Dakdok to introduce him and list his accom-
plishments. As Dakdok approached the stage, I was prepared 
to listen to an evisceration of Islam. What I was not ready for 
was the near unintelligible words coming from his mouth. 
Founded in 2001, The Straight Way of Grace Ministry 
is a traveling ministry that strives to equip Christians with 
knowledge of Islamic beliefs. By decoding the Quran, Dak-
dok presents the case that the holy text of Muslims is riddled 
with violence and sexual inequality. 
It seems his goal is to stop other Christians from holding 
interfaith meetings with Muslims. He was also an advocate 
for bringing the knowledge he had to Islamic followers in an 
effort to convert them to believing in Jesus as the son of God. 
For two hours I sat listening to this man pick apart Mus-
lims who answered questions at an interfaith question and 
answer meeting. After playing the videos, Dakdok would 
break down what the Muslims had to say and relate the in-
formation back to the Quran. What he showed through his 
evidence was that the Quran and the Muslims speaking at the 
interfaith event had opposing ‘facts’ about the Quran. 
Dakdok proclaimed early on that he is not anti-Muslim, 
he is anti-Islam. He believes that Muslims are victims of early 
socialization into Islam. On the controversy of violence in 
Islam, Dakdok said there are 350 verses in the Quran that 
justify violence. He even went on to say the rape problem in 
Islam is not the fault of the religion, but the problem is in the 
heart of men. 
Usama Dakdok says that the Quran teaches women to 
spin and recite the Surat An-Nur, which translates to eng-
lish as “The [unmarried] woman or [unmarried] man found 
guilty of sexual intercourse - lash each one of them with a 
hundred lashes, and do not be taken by pity for them in the 
religion of Allah , if you should believe in Allah and the Last 
Day. And let a group of the believers witness their punish-
ment.” 
Dakdok continues by saying the Quran preaches ideas 
that men are in charge of women, that Allah is forgiving if 
you coerce women into prostitution, and that it’s OK to beat 
your wife as long as there are no broken bones.
Is there a coincidence that Straight Way of Grace Min-
istry was founded the same year as 9/11? Could it be that 
Usama is using his traveling ministry to push an Islamopho-
bic agenda? These are the questions I would’ve asked him if 
I stayed all the way to the end, where he was going to open 
up for questions to the audience. However, I couldn’t sit and 
listen to his Islamic hate speech any longer.
Dakdok points may have been 100 percent valid but 
he was rebuttling Muslims trying to describe the Quran in 
broken English and the text in PowerPoints was in Arabic. 
Maybe if I knew Arabic I would’ve learned more. 
Amina Chinell-Mateen is a staff 
writer for  The Dakota Student.
She can be reached at
Aminakins101@gmail.com
Nick Sallen
The Dakota Student
University of sleep deprivation
Amina Chinnell-Mateen
The Dakota Student
Nick Sallen is the opinion editor for 
The Dakota Student.
He can be reached at 
nicholas.sallen@my.und.edu
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was a growing trend. I enjoyed 
the way it felt and thought no 
more about it until the summer 
was over. The end of the sum-
mer was when I first heard about 
grounding. 
Grounding is the act of 
walking barefoot, and is known 
as earthing. The acupuncture 
point known as Kidney 1(K1) 
can be found in the middle of 
the ball of your foot. K1 is the 
foundation upon which studies 
have shown walking barefoot is 
not only healthy but revitalizing 
and protective as well. 
Our skin has many micro-
scopic pores on the surface. 
Through these pores we can 
grow hair, sweat and exchange 
nutrients with whatever we 
come in contact with. In the 
same way a rash can grow after 
you’ve touched poison ivy, walk-
ing barefoot can exchange toxins 
such as free radicals with anti-
oxidants.
Free radicals are important 
because of their destructive na-
ture in the human body. 
Free radicals are unstable and 
unpredictable, stealing electrons 
from others. When antioxidants 
are present in the body, the an-
tioxidant will give up one of 
their electrons and remain stable 
without the lost electron. It is 
when there are no anti-oxidants 
that the unfulfilled free radicals 
can do damage to the body. 
Fruits and veggies are a 
main source of antioxidant in-
take: Walking barefoot has also 
shown to be an effective way 
to take them in. So if you don’t 
want free radicals then me-
ander around University Park 
with some grapes and forget the 
sneakers. 
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Have anything interesting to say yourself? Want to make your voice heard?
The Dakota Student is looking for columnists. Columnists are paid campus jobs that will 
help you build important writing skills and a 
strong resume.
To apply, visit:  www.DakotaStudent.com/Employment
Sean Cleary is the news editor for  
The Dakota Student.
He can be reached at
sean.d.cleary@my.und.edu
Celebrating Labor Day in North Dakota
An Inuk meets the great bear in north Alaska
Sean Cleary
The Dakota Student
Billy Beaton is the video editor for  
The Dakota Student.
He can be reached at
william.beaton@my.und.edu
This past Monday we observed 
the national holiday of Labor Day. 
Often forgotten during the long 
weekend is the reason behind the 
holiday itself; to celebrate the Amer-
ican worker.
While a relatively minor holi-
day, Labor Day gives a chance to 
reflect on a fundamental aspect of 
the American Dream: If you work 
hard and play by the rules, you can 
provide a better life for yourself and 
your family. The perseverance, inge-
nuity and entrepreneurship of the 
American workforce are a crucial 
part of what has made this country 
great. 
Over the past 10 years, North 
Dakota has been fortunate to be a 
state where businesses and workers 
have been able to flourish. This is es-
pecially true at a time when the rest 
of the country has faced some of the 
most difficult times in its economic 
history. At a time when many people 
throughout the country struggled to 
find work, North Dakota has had 
more job openings than we can fill. 
In some ways, North Dakota 
is an anomaly compared to the rest 
of the country due to the relatively 
large role the energy and agriculture 
sectors play in our economy. As a 
state, we have been able to build on 
this in areas throughout the econ-
omy that have truly made North 
Dakota an exceptional place to live 
and work.
We are constantly bombarded 
by various economic statistics, such 
as the unemployment rate, stock 
market fluctuations and changes in 
gross domestic product. 
However, as future members 
of the workforce, we should call 
our attention to a certain other 
number, average wage growth. As I 
mentioned, North Dakota has been 
fortunate to be a state that weath-
ered the Great Recession relatively 
unscathed. The rest of the country 
was in much different situation, and 
even as unemployment has lowered 
in recent years, wages have not in-
creased for the average American 
worker. 
Looking further back into mod-
ern American history, real average 
wage growth has hardly changed 
since the 1980s, despite a large in-
crease in worker productivity.
Pundits debate the causes, se-
verity; solutions to this lack of wage 
growth ad nauseum, but there is 
agreement that despite the drop 
in unemployment, the job market 
has not yet reached the point where 
wages will begin to rise. 
Obviously what determines 
wages on an individual basis is influ-
enced by many factors, but on aver-
age, many workers throughout the 
country have still not seen real raises 
since the recession. 
North Dakota has shown the 
positive effects that a booming 
economy and good business en-
vironment can have for everyone 
involved, and the next couple years 
will show how well this success can 
be sustained. 
On a national level, there should 
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be a focus from both the private sec-
tor and our government on what 
can be done to keep the American 
Dream of opportunity and success 
alive.
As this short week comes to 
a close, we should be thankful for 
the prosperity of North Dakota, 
celebrate the American worker, and 
acknowledge that there is still work 
to be done going forward.
Comic by Bill Rerick/ The Dakota Student
Once there was a young Inuk 
hunter, crouching in the pale 
shadow of a glacial serac on top of 
the frozen Arctic Sea.  
The only movements on the 
icy landscape were rare black 
flashes of seal bodies slipping into 
the ocean. He remembers when he 
caught his first seal with his father 
in the same snowy inlet.
And then, just below him, a 
massive polar bear slipped out of 
the sea as soundless and powerful 
as the hunter, slowly raising his 
rifle between breaths.
“Do not shoot me,” said the 
polar bear.
The man jumped and almost 
fired. Instead, he listened.
“If you trust me,” the bear 
continued, “I will promise you 
the freedom to keep your family 
fed from now till the end of time. 
Climb onto my back, close your 
eyes, and together we will find the 
way.”
The Inuk paused. Should he 
trust these cold, predator eyes, 
sharp as the day it killed its first 
seal on the same frozen sea? With-
out realizing it, he had climbed 
onto the great bear’s back and 
closed his eyes.
Suddenly, the thick, salty dark-
ness of the sea enveloped them. 
The man heard nothing. The bear 
saw all.
They emerged near the mouth 
of a snow-hidden cave, and the 
Inuk saw the black water steam-
ing from the hole he pulled himself 
through.
Inside, a seal blubber fire 
threw flickering reflections against 
cave walls. When the great bear 
entered, it turned on its four legs 
and, remarkably, removed its thick 
hide like a parka and hung it on a 
rack near the fire. Below the white 
fur stood a man, tall and true.
He guided the Inuk to a table 
where another tall man lay bleed-
ing — a spearhead lodged between 
his ribs.
“If you help this one and heal 
these wounds, I promise your fam-
ily may always be fed from now 
till the end of time,” the bear told 
him.
So the Inuk removed the spear-
head, cleaned the wounds, and 
stitched them closed.
When he finished, the tall man 
again donned his bearskin clothing 
and led the Inuk outside. Without 
being asked, the man crawled onto 
the great bear’s back and closed his 
eyes.
A void of senselessness swal-
lowed him.
When he opened his eyes once 
more, the Inuk was laying on his 
back in the midnight moonlight. 
He stood and realized he was not 
far his campsite. The qimmiq 
howled to alarm his return, and his 
family was amazed to see him crawl 
into the ice house.
“I was only gone an after-
noon,” he told them.
“No, father,” his son explained. 
“You were gone for weeks. In the 
morning, we had planned to leave 
you.”
Since their reunion, the family 
has always been fed, and the Inuk 
has never forgotten why.
—
This story has been adapted from 
Norman A. Chance’s The Eskimo of 
North Alaska.
North Dakota has 
been fortunate to be 
a state that 
weathered the Great 
Recession relatively 
unscathed
Sean Cleary
news editor
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Six UND students learned the 
basics of French cooking Tuesday 
as part of the first UND Wellness 
Center’s Cultural Cooking Night 
held this year. 
The new instructor of the 
class, Myranda Seleg, demonstrat-
ed how to prepare two popular 
dishes. 
The first dish, quiche a Lor-
raine, is normally made for par-
ties. The open-faced pastry crust 
filled with custard can be topped 
with a variety of ingredients rang-
ing from cheese, meat, seafood to 
vegetables. 
The second dish, dessert 
crepes, are a bit more familiar to 
most people. This savory treat is 
a delicately thin pancake usually 
made from wheat flour and other 
common ingredients such as but-
ter, milk, water, eggs, flour, salt 
and sugar.
Seleg gave tips and feedback 
to her students on ways to cook 
the recipes with a focus on the 
correct kitchen items to use. Since 
this class affects both physical and 
social wellness, students gain cul-
tural cooking knowledge and have 
the opportunity to make new 
friends as well.
“These cooking events allow 
students to socialize with one 
another and learn more about 
various cultures,” Seleg said. “By 
Kassidi Andres
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attending the event, students are 
able to try other foods they may 
have not tried before.” 
Alisha Namanny, who over-
sees Culinary Corner, has similar 
opinions on stepping outside the 
box.
“Cooking does not have to be 
scary, even when deciding to cre-
ate something that is from a dif-
ferent culture,” Namanny said. “It 
also provides the ability to take 
a glimpse into another person’s 
culture and opens doors to things 
that you might not be familiar 
with.” 
Seleg, for instance, enjoys get-
ting to know the students and 
receiving their input. Not only is 
she able to expand the students’ 
knowledge, but she is also able to 
learn about other cultures as well. 
Namanny loves that she can 
get together with faculty, staff, 
and students and share that cook-
ing does not have to be this te-
dious chore.
Since Namanny has been in-
volved with about two or three 
cooking nights, she acquired a 
bit of experience over time. Her 
competency in cooking landed 
her a spot as program manager of 
the Culinary Corner events. She 
chooses what cultures to visit and 
when. 
In fact, she would like to host 
an Indian, Filipino and Brazilian 
cultural night this semester. How-
ever, even though every spot has 
been filled at each culinary event, 
she still wishes more people knew 
about them. 
Other Cultural Cooking class-
es scheduled are Cuban night on 
Oct. 13, Russian night on Nov. 10 
and Thai night on Dec. 8.
Kassidi Andres is a 
features reporter for 
The Dakota Student. 
She can be reached at 
kassidi.andres@my.und.edu
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Miranda Seleg shows students how to prepare traditional French foods.
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FOODREVIEW
“Cold Stone 
Creamery”
There are the obvious perks 
of being a college student; re-
sponsibility, homework … Oh 
wait. 
There does seem to be one 
advantage to having a student 
ID in your wallet: cheap food. 
Among the restaurants in Grand 
Forks which celebrate students 
by giving them discounted prices 
on food is Cold Stone Creamery. 
Located on 32nd Avenue 
South, this small shop offers 
large quantities of ice cream and 
other dessert items at a discount-
ed price for students. 
In the coming weeks, Cold 
Stone will bring back “Stu-
dent Night.” The company an-
nounced the return of this be-
loved tradition on its Twitter 
page Tuesday evening. 
Every Tuesday night, the ice 
cream shop will offer a 50 per-
cent discount when you pres-
ent your student ID, and pay 
with cash. The ice cream here is 
usually a few dollars out of my 
price range, so I limit my visits 
to the nights when splurging 
won’t break the bank, specifically 
Tuesday nights. Considering I 
am as far from a coupon cutter as 
one can be, this designated time 
frame to receive a discount makes 
it easy and affordable, which is a 
college student’s dream. 
With a limited selection of 
ice cream eateries in the Grand 
Forks area, specifically ones that 
are close to campus, Cold Stone 
has become a popular place for 
students to dwell, especially on 
Tuesdays. 
Cold Stone differentiates 
itself from other similar shops 
by preparing its ice cream on 
frozen granite stone, in front 
of customers. From flavors like 
“Our Strawberry Blonde” which 
includes large pieces of graham 
cracker crust and cheesecake ice 
cream, to “Oreo Overload,” the 
shop offers plenty of variety to 
appeal to a large customer base. 
People can choose from a list 
of “Signature Creations” or build DESSERT : page 9
Photo  courtesy of entertainmentsltrib.com
Two of Cold Stone Creamery’s signature dishes served in waffle bowls.
I scream, you scream, students scream for ice cream
Wellness Center unveils new culinary class
their own dynamic ice cream 
treat. These “creations” as they 
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Interested in    
newspapers and 
media writing?
The Dakota Student 
is seeking writers for 
the feature section 
for the fall semester.
Pick up an 
application at The 
Dakota Student in 
the basement of 
the Memorial Union.
Mongolian grill delivers quality menu
Photo by Nicholas Nelson/The Dakota Student
The entrance to Grand Forks’ HuHot located on Columbia Road.
Brendan McCabe
The Dakota Student
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FoodREVIEW
“HuHot Mongolian 
Grill”
September is that wonderful 
time of year when farmers mar-
kets are in their prime, with all 
sorts of healthy produce available 
at a great price. 
Naturally, the only vegetables 
I eat during this time come in the 
form of the tomato sauce in Pizza 
Rolls. So when I go out to eat, I 
usually try to get a week’s worth 
of vegetables into that one meal. 
I like to stay healthy like that.
Last Friday, when I didn’t feel 
like degrading myself with Sub-
way’s week old lettuce, I opted to 
try out something new. HuHot 
Mongolian Grill is located on 
2712 South Columbia Road and 
offers a unique hibachi-style ex-
perience.
Before heading off to HuHot, 
I pregamed with a peanut but-
ter and jelly sandwich. This in-
nocent decision would quickly 
come back to bite me in the keis-
ter, however, when I learned that 
HuHot had an all-you-can-eat 
option. 
I was clearly at a marked dis-
advantage, but don’t you believe 
for a second that I didn’t still 
intend on gorging myself into a 
minor food coma. So I gave it my 
best shot and walked up to the 
ingredient selection station.
Before me was an extremely 
impressive variety of stir-fry op-
tions, including but not limited 
to several types of noodles, half a 
dozen different meats, well over 
20 different vegetables and 12 
sauces of varying levels of spici-
ness. I knew this was my time 
to be a unique butterfly and get 
the most random combination of 
foods I could find.
Baby bamboo shoots? Sure, 
why not. Bean Sprouts? Of 
course. Tofu? Better question, 
do I even like tofu? No. Did that 
stop me from adding it? Also no.
When it was all said and 
done, my concoction had around 
10 random ingredients, all 
smothered in the mildest, weak-
est sauce HuHot had to offer.
Subconsciously, I believe I 
was testing to see if the restau-
rant could somehow save the 
awkward combination I had 
Frankensteined together.
In the middle of the restau-
rant was a large, circular grill 
staffed by four enthusiastic chefs.
My ingredients were quickly 
thrown onto the grill, the chef 
in charge proceeded to cook my 
food while expertly flipping his 
spatula through the air, making 
me feel very inadequate with my 
own spatula-flipping skills.
It was at this point that I no-
ticed one of the other chefs had 
the HuHot logo tattooed on his 
arm. I could be the CEO of a 
puppy and ice cream store that 
finds loving homes for orphans 
on the side and still not have that 
level of job commitment. Kudos 
to you, Hardcore HuHot Man.
After a brief five-minute wait, 
my bowl of food was ready. And 
you know what? That chef pulled 
a miracle and made it taste great. 
Even though I actively tried to 
create an atrocity, he was able to 
turn it into something incredibly 
tasty. Kudos to you, Still-Pretty-
Hardcore HuHot Man.
I had two additional bowls of 
slightly more traditional stir-fry, 
and they were easily as scrump-
tious as the first. I would have 
happily eaten more, but it’s safe 
to say one more bowl would have 
taken away my ability to walk, 
replacing it with a depressing 
rolling motion.
The entire meal was just 
a hair under $15, which was 
slightly too pricey in my opin-
ion. Factoring in the high cost 
with the equally high quality, I 
give HuHot a 4 out of 5 star rat-
ing.
It’s a common belief that you 
shouldn’t finish your meal on the 
first date. But if you aren’t op-
pressed by 1950s era beliefs, go 
ahead and bring your new date 
to HuHot to show off how im-
pressive your stomach capacity 
can be. 
That’s how lasting relation-
ships are made.
Brendan McCabe is the 
features editor for 
The Dakota Student. 
He can be reached at 
brendan.mccabe@my.und.edu
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f you’re going to be here anyway,    
you may as well get paid.
I
We’re hiring part-time workers for 
the upcoming event season, including:
UND hockey games, family shows and concerts. 
For a full list of available part-time positions
visit theralph.com/employment.  
SEEKING: STL – SINGLE 
THEATRE LOVER Tired of 
Plenty of Fish or Match.com? 
Want to stop texting and start 
making real connections? The 
Fire Hall has your love connec-
tion!  (Or maybe just a really cool 
new friend.) SINGLES OUT. 
Share your love of community 
theatre with other like-mind-
ed individuals. This season we 
will help you meet new people 
while enjoying the live theatre 
you love. We know some people 
don’t like to attend the theatre 
by themselves. With “Singles 
Out” you won’t be alone. We 
will seat you next to another per-
son who also bought a “Singles 
Out” ticket. We can’t promise 
you will find your soul mate, but 
we can promise you will: Receive 
a discounted ticket ($13 instead 
of $15) to the theatre that night. 
(We seat you randomly in our 
singles’ section). Plus, the Blue 
Moose Bar & Grill is making it 
easy to continue the conversa-
tion after the show with a 2-for-
1 coupon only for our “Singles 
Out” patrons. Call the box of-
fice for your Singles Out ticket 
today:  777-4090. Attend any 
of the performances of Done to 
Death, Sept. 10-13; 17-20, 24-
26 and meet someone new! For 
even more fun, please join us for 
our season opening reception, 
Sept. 11th at 7:00!
The Grand Forks Park Dis-
trict is currently taking appli-
cations for golf course main-
tenance, park workers and 
maintenance workers at Choice 
Health & Fitness.  For more in-
formation or to apply online go 
to gfpark.org or you may apply 
in person at the Grand Forks 
Park District Office at 1060 
47th Ave South, located in the 
ICON Sports Center.
Local moving and storage 
company looking for friendly, 
hard working 
people.  flexible schedul-
ing with pay of up to $16/hour 
- stop by 4700 DeMers Ave for 
an application. Must have valid 
drivers license.
University Station Deli is 
hiring part-time Deli workers. 
Day and evening shifts available. 
Can apply online at www.uni-
versitystation.net or in the store 
at 1300 Ralph Engelstad Arena 
Dr.
Help wanted, Bartender and 
waitress. Flexible hours. Apply 
in person at Charlie Brown’s Bar, 
414 Gateway Drive.
DESSERT 
FROM PAGE  7
Hannah Amundson is a 
features reporter for 
The Dakota Student. 
She can be reached at 
hannah.amundson@my.und.edu
call them, are a combination of 
fresh ice cream made daily in 
the shop and toppings which 
are chosen by the customer. I 
am fairly positive I could live 
off of the “Peanut Butter Cup 
Perfection,” which is a mixture 
of chocolate ice cream, peanut 
butter and Reese’s Peanut Butter 
Cups. As if the look of it wasn’t 
pleasing enough, it tastes like 
bliss in a bowl (or a cone). 
Aside from decadent ice 
cream creations, Cold Stone also 
offers several ice cream cake op-
tions for birthdays and other 
events, as well as providing an 
online ordering process and mo-
bile app for delivery of cakes. 
There are also smoothie op-
tions and frozen yogurt for those 
looking for a healthier alterna-
tive to ice cream. In addition to 
the student discount, the brand 
also offers membership to an 
“E-Club” with special coupons 
emailed to members on a regular 
basis, including a “buy one get 
one” coupon on your birthday 
and sneak peeks at new flavors to 
be introduced. 
Cold Stone Creamery has 
found a solution to both the poor 
college student crisis, as well 
as the craving for decadent ice 
cream treats, by rewarding stu-
dents for, well, being students. It 
seems this small shop which of-
fers large helpings has it all, earn-
ing them a 5 out of 5 stars. 
Keep an eye on its social me-
dia platforms for updated infor-
mation on the return of Student 
Night and keep your student ID 
in your wallet in case of an ice 
cream craving emergency. 
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Get the latest UND gear at the Sioux Shop and take
15% off every purchase
with your Ucard.
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The UND defense swarming the ball carrier last season.
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Alex Stadnik is the sports editor for 
The Dakota Student. He can be 
reached at alex.stadnik@my.und.
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positions to be successful. So as 
long as we communicate and do 
what we are supposed to do and 
execute on defense, every game is 
going to be successful.”
While it is a great achievement 
for UND to win its first FBS game, 
the team knows that they have not 
accomplished anything yet.
“We have to keep things in the 
proper perspective though.” Sch-
weigert said. “We’ll enjoy this one 
tonight, but will get back to work 
tomorrow because we have not ac-
complished anything yet.”
While history has not been 
kind to the Green and White when 
it came to FBS opponents, it has 
been friendly when it comes to the 
Potato Bowl.
UND has gone 10-1 in the last 
eleven Potato Bowl’s, and it looks 
to continue those winning ways 
against the Drake Bulldogs.
The last and only time the 
two teams met was in 2011, where 
UND opened the season against 
the Bulldogs, where the Green and 
White went on to shutout Drake 
16-0.
This time around, Coach Sch-
weigert and the rest of the team 
know that this will not be an easy 
game.
“I like the energy they play 
with. We think they are skilled at 
the tight-end position and at re-
ceiver, a place where we did not 
play as solid as we would like, so 
they are going to challenge us.” 
Schweigert said. “They spread 
teams out and they throw the ball. 
They are solid in the run game, de-
fensively they play real hard and we 
gotta be ready.”
A sign of a maturing football 
team is that they know when to 
celebrate a win, and to move on to 
the next game. Coach Schweigert 
seems to be instilling that mental-
ity in his players, which, so far, has 
resulted in a big early season win.
UND faces Drake in the Po-
tato Bowl Saturday at home in the 
Alerus Center. 
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Underclassman leading the way on the field
Sophomore quarterback Keaton Studsrud gets the nod to lead the UND football team
Jack Harvey
The Dakota Student
Saying that sophomore Keaton 
Studsrud made the most of an op-
portunity freshman year is an un-
derstatement.
A graduate of Benilde-St. Mar-
garet’s in Minneapolis, Studsrud 
came into UND looking to make 
an impact as soon as he could.
Last season, injuries plagued 
the quarterback position for the 
Green and White. 
The door opened for Studsrud, 
who went on to prove himself 
ready to lead the offense. He led 
the team to finish the season 2-2 
as a true freshman, including an 
upset over 22nd ranked Northern 
Arizona. 
Studsrud credits his ability to 
come in and lead the offense to 
his offseason work saying, “I did 
weights and put in extra work with 
receivers. I was up here all summer 
working out with the team, doing 
everything I could do.”
Over the course of the offsea-
son, there was a friendly competi-
tion for the starting job with Stud-
srud eventually coming out on top 
to start the season.
“We were all out here compet-
ing before the season for the spot.” 
Studsrud said. “We all get along. 
It’s a lot of fun.” 
One game into the season and 
he’s already achieved a huge mile-
stone for UND football. Studsrud 
led the Green and White to a 24-
13 over Wyoming. Not only was it 
a great way to start the season on 
the road, it was also UND’s first 
ever victory over an FBS school.
Studsrud ended the game 
throwing for 153 yards going 13 
for 24 along with a rushing touch-
down.
“It was a big win for the team 
and the program.” Studsrud said. 
“Big to go out to Wyoming, play 
an FBS school and taking home 
the victory.”
Studsrud did not dwell on the 
victory though, as the young quar-
terback already has his sights set on 
this weekend’s bout against Drake.
“We have to forget about last 
week and our main focus now is 
Drake,” Studsrud said.
Studsrud brings a new side to 
UND’s offense with the ability to 
run the ball as well as throw it. He 
said he feels he can bring a little 
more to an already promising of-
fense. 
“Having the ability to run the 
ball into what we can do. Passing 
will certainly improve over the sea-
son,” he said.
Studsrud has a gameplan for 
this season for him and this team.
“I hope to lead the team and 
do the best of my ability to put us 
in the right position to win football 
games,” Studsrud said. “We look to 
win the Big Sky championship and 
get into the playoffs.”
Studsrud looks to push UND 
to another huge victory this season 
over Drake and win this year’s Po-
tato Bowl.
 
Jack Harvey is a sports writer for 
The Dakota Student. He can be 
reached at jack.harvey@my.und.
edu
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UND quarterback Keaton Studsrud preparing to throw the ball down the field last season.
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FOOTBALL
UND VS DRAKE
5 p.m. 9/12 GRAND FORKS
VOLLEYBALL
UND VS SOUTH DAKOTA
730 p.m. 9/11 GRAND FORKS
VOLLEYBALL
UND VS JSU
12 p.m. 9/12 GRAND FORKS
SOCCER
UND VS N IOWA
1 p.m. 9/13 CEDAR FALLS
Young soccer squad continues to improve
Combination of youth and experience proving to pay early dividends 
Photo by Nick Nelson/The Dakota Student
UND freshman goalie Olivia Swenson gets ready to punt the ball against Green Bay on Sept. 4.
Allyson Bento
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Rewind to a year ago today 
when the UND women’s soccer 
team would have already defeated 
Chicago State to rack up its only 
win of the 2014-2015 season. 
This team, that was still in the re-
building stage, may fi nally have a 
brighter future ahead. 
With a roster refueled with an 
overhaul of freshman talent, they 
have already proved to be more vic-
torious than previous seasons as the 
overall standings sit at 2-2-1 after a 
loss against Green Bay on Sept. 4, 
followed by Sunday’s tie game with 
Omaha. 
Freshman goalkeeper Olivia 
Swenson has already recorded her 
fi rst career shutout and set a record 
14 saves in a single game as her ca-
reer high. With eight goals scored 
this season, at least half have been 
either scored or assisted by fresh-
men. 
The talent is undeniable, but is 
it enough to bring the team out of 
the rut?
Head coach Matt Kellogg 
seems confi dent in the team he has 
put together.
“I’m pleased that we didn’t 
concede a goal in overtime,” 
Kellogg said. “That’s one of the 
concerns when you have such a 
young team, that you’re going to 
give up a goal late because of the 
pressure and the situation; but 
credit to our young players, and 
veteran players alike, that we didn’t 
give up.” 
Kellogg and his young team 
have gotten off to its best start 
since the coach took over in 2013.
The freshmen may bring great 
talent, but credit is also due to the 
veterans of the team.  
Coming out year after year to 
play the best they can and now as 
juniors and seniors, they are men-
tors. They have witnessed many a 
loss and now they can use that ex-
perience as a layout of the do’s and 
do not’s to the newbies.
In her senior year, forward An-
drea Hyduke has already account-
ed for one goal and one assist.  She 
is off to the best start of her career 
and tries to lead by example for the 
rookies to follow. 
While UND has some prom-
ise, there are still going to be rough 
patches.
“The only problem was that 
we missed all of our chances in 
the second half. I think the second 
half,” After Friday’s loss to Green 
Bay, Kellogg stated. “We came out, 
we created, we were active, we had 
them on their heels, and to me 
that’s a game we walk out of here 
with a win, 3-1, but we didn’t take 
care of our chances.” 
UND will take its next three 
games on the road starting with 
North Dakota State at 6:30 p.m. 
in Fargo.
Football trounces Wyoming for historic win
Alex Stadnik
The Dakota Student
The UND football team was 
looking to start the season off 
on the right foot last Saturday. It 
would accomplish that by making 
a little bit of history in the process.
The Green and White faced off 
against the Wyoming Cowboys, a 
Football Bowl Subdivision (FBS) 
team, to kick off its campaign. 
While the team was confi dent, his-
tory did not look kindly on them. 
UND was 0-8 against FBS 
programs coming into Saturday.
That trend would come to an 
end, as UND throttled Wyoming, 
24-13, on the Cowboys turf.
“This was a good win and a big 
step for our program,” UND coach 
Bubba Schweigert said.
UND running back John San-
tiago started things off as the true 
freshman ran for a 52-yard touch-
down in the fi rst quarter.
After the fi rst score, UND 
would never look back as led the 
rest of the game.
Offensively, UND seemed to 
get in the rhythm that was so lack-
ing from the year before. The team 
accounted for 429 yards of offense 
along with no turnovers.
Santiago would lead the way 
for the Green and White by fi nish-
ing with a stat line of 148 yards on 
6.2 yards a carry and two touch-
downs. But Santiago wasn’t the 
only underclassman who was pro-
ducing in Wyoming.
Sophomore Keaton Studsrud 
did not have the fl ashiest passing 
numbers, but he did not need to. 
He fi nished the game going 13-
23 and 153 yards passing, but he 
made plays with his legs, and he 
did not turn the ball over. Studsrud 
would have a rushing touchdown 
of his own and add 60 yards rush-
ing on eight carries. The quarter-
back would have had another rush-
ing touchdown, but he was tripped 
up mere inches from the goal line.
While the offense was clicking, 
the defense was also a huge factor 
in the game.
UND’s defense garnered a 
name for themselves last year by 
stopping the run, a reputation they 
would uphold coming into the 
new season.
Led by captain Will Ratelle 
with his seven tackles, the Green 
and White held Wyoming to 41 
yards rushing on 2.1 yards a carry.
“They’re [running]backs were 
really good, they are probably the 
best backs we will see all year, but 
our coaches came in with a great 
game plan,” Ratelle said. “They 
do such a good job scheming and 
game planning and putting us in 
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The Dakota Student. She can be 
reached at allysonmarie.bento@
my.und.edu
